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CLIMATE GENTRIFICATION:
AN IMMINENT THREAT TO OCEANFRONT CITIES

By Marcel Apple*

I. OVERVIEW

Traditionally, gentrification occurs when real estate prices appreciate, leading to significant cultural change in low-income communities and involuntary displacement of low-income residents.1 In recent years, Miami, Florida is beginning to feel the impacts of “climate gentrification.”2 High-income buyers, who historically develop property close to the ocean, are affected by rising sea levels and increasingly look inland to develop areas on higher ground.3 The influx of real estate investments in these is expected to lead to spiking home prices and property taxes, forcing many longtime community members to abandon their homes.4 Homeowners in these communities already report approaches from developers offering buyouts and relocation as renters are experiencing dramatic increases in rent.5 While the thought of relocating may be appealing to some, due to home prices increasing up to 1,121%, these trends have decreased the thought of relocating may be appealing to some, due to home prices increasing up to 1,121%, these trends have decreased the overall amount of affordable housing left in the city.6 As a result, victims of climate gentrification are increasingly forced to leave Miami due to the lack of affordable housing.7 This article will outline various precautionary initiatives, policy implications, and litigation avenues that should arise as a means to protect these vulnerable communities.

II. MIAMI’S MUNICIPAL INITIATIVES TO ADDRESS CLIMATE GENTRIFICATION ARE A GOOD START

In 2017, the City of Miami and Miami Beach passed a $400 million bond measure, half of which will fund flood mitigation projects and other measures to adapt to sea-level rise.8 Subsequently, in 2018, Miami became the first city in the country to pass a climate gentrification resolution.9 As part of this resolution, the city is studying how low-income communities on higher ground are affected by climate gentrification driven by sea-level rise.10 Furthermore, the resolution focuses on how the city can stabilize property tax rates in these areas, with hopes of keeping affected individuals in their homes.11

Legal scholars and climate change experts nationwide have praised this unprecedented initiative, acknowledging the city’s proactive approach in identifying and protecting a population that is already considered vulnerable for other, non-climate related reasons.12 The city’s initiatives are a refreshing approach, considering the United States’ history of abusing the power of eminent domain to transform ‘blighted’ areas.13

III. PREVENTATIVE POLICIES AND LEGISLATION ARE NEEDED

While Miami’s climate gentrification resolution is an important first step, oceanfront cities like Miami will need to implement policies and legislation to protect vulnerable low-income communities from displacement. So far, Miami has passed legislation that mandates a greater workforce housing allowance—housing that is specifically allotted for middle-income families in Overtown, an inner-city neighborhood of Miami that is feeling the pressure of climate gentrification.14 Additionally, developers have suggested zoning changes that would allow slightly larger buildings that make room for more residents but still fit with the character of the community.15

Another proposed solution is a property tax freeze for the residents of areas feeling targeted pressure to sell.16 Cities like Boston and Philadelphia have implemented this approach to prevent displacement, “promote neighborhood stability, preserve character, and provide a dividend of sorts to those who have stayed through years of high crime, population loss, and declining property values.”17 However, under this approach, property taxes accrue and homeowners owe them in a lump sum when and if they sell. Furthermore, tax freezes would be irrelevant for renters, who are nearly twice as likely to be displaced by gentrification.18

Lawmakers have also suggested the use of community land trusts (CLTs).19 Under this approach, a nonprofit buys a piece of land in an at-risk neighborhood and builds multiple houses to be leased to low-income residents.20 This tactic intends to insulate communities from development pressure and create an island of affordability. Recent empirical studies have proven that CLTs in at-risk neighborhoods (1) significantly decrease the likelihood of gentrification, (2) stabilize income levels, (3) mediate the decrease of affordability, and (4) retain rental units.21

IV. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

Climate gentrification’s origins distinguish it from traditional, development-based gentrification. Experts have traced the source of traditional gentrification to the disproportionate movement of educated millennials to inner city neighborhoods in large municipalities.22 This movement triggers redevelopment and leads to the displacement of the neighborhood’s low-income residents.23 As seen most recently in Washington, D.C., anti-gentrification lawsuits often attack discriminatory policies or zoning practices.24
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However, lawsuits seeking to protect classes of people threatened by climate gentrification could look more like the case of Juliana v. United States. In that case, a group of twenty-one young people sued the federal government alleging a violation of their right to a safe climate on due process and equal protection grounds. In their complaint, the plaintiffs accused the government of permitting, authorizing, and subsidizing fossil fuel use “despite long being aware of its risk, thereby causing various climate-change related injuries to the plaintiffs” leading to psychological harm, impairment to recreational interests, and threatens, in tandem with climate change itself, to result in higher taxes and threats in low-income areas in some oceanfront cities, it seems that it will fall on local governments and legislatures to protect vulnerable communities. Cities will need to follow Miami’s lead by funding studies, identifying threatened communities, and implementing legislation and policies such as tax freezes and CLTs. The holding in Juliana illustrates the Ninth Circuit’s unwillingness to remediate a legitimate injury directly linked to climate change. However, given the federal government has not prioritized the environment, it will be interesting to see if other federal courts take a stand under similar circumstances.

V. Conclusion

As climate gentrification threatens to displace residents of lower income areas in some oceanfront cities, it seems that it will fall on local governments and legislatures to protect those vulnerable communities. Cities will need to follow Miami’s lead by funding studies, identifying threatened communities, and implementing legislation and policies such as tax freezes and CLTs. The holding in Juliana illustrates the Ninth Circuit’s unwillingness to remediate a legitimate injury directly linked to climate change. However, given the federal government has not prioritized the environment, it will be interesting to see if other federal courts take a stand under similar circumstances.
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